
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRONTEND 
DEVELOPER 

11 Osemene, besides NAF 

base, Airport Road Ikeja 

Lagos. Nigeria 

 

Dear Ma/Sir, 

  

With two years of professional experience in front-end development of web applications, I am pretty confident I will 

be an excellent fit for any frontend developer role. My experience has provided me with the innovative and technical 

skills necessary to successfully provide your team with technical solutions across a range of frontend technologies. 

 

In Teqbridge, I am responsible for the front-end development of web applications. I oversee the building of user 

interactive webpages, employing my knowledge of HTML, Bootstrap, PostgreSQL, CSS/SASS, JavaScript/React, 

and Typescript/Angular.  

 

 I created front-end codes to consume APIs for the purpose of displaying data on the webpage 
 Equipped the portal with QR code scanner and with designs that are user interaction friendly 

 I added validations to forms and input fields to avoid user inserting invalid data 
 I added a chat-bot system to enable users that are stuck communicate their challenges to a customer 

service 
 I was involved in the application test cases, removed bugs to ensure a fulfilled satisfaction in the use of 

Lagos State Egis portal 
 I added features like spinners as loading flags to be utilized when users make asynchronous requests 

on browsers 
 I created a data-table with CRUD functionalities, filtering, sorting, pagination, columns with drag and 

drop features and adjustable columns 

I have refined my strengths through these years of experience in software development, where I provided solutions 

in database technology, programming, operating systems. The following is a snapshot of my broader technical skills: 

 Debugging Applications (Angular and React) 

 Frontend Development (Angular and React) 

 Custom Web Applications 

 Cloud Hosting 

 Research Analysis 

 

It would be of much fulfillment to learn more about your company, and I would welcome the opportunity to offer 

my skillset and value to the endowment of your company’s growth and vision.  

 

Useful links  

Portfolio Link - https://jocatins-space.web.app/ 

Lagos State Egis (only accessible on their network or with a vpn)- https://landonline.lagosstate.gov.ng/ 

LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholas-agwah-5621841a3 

City-ride-magazine website- https://www.cityridemagazine.com/ 

 

Thank you for considering my candidacy for this position and I hope to hear from you soon to schedule an 

interview.  

 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Chigozie Agwah 

 

+(234) 8189317388 jocakhamen@gmail.com 

https://jocatins-space.web.app/
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